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A Family of Difference Sets Having - 1 as an Invariant 
S. L. MA 
We construct a family of difference sets D with parameters v = 3'+ I (3H I - 1)/2, k = 3'(3H I + 
1)/2, A. = 3'(3' + 1)/2 and n = 325 for s ~ 1 such that D- 1 = D. 
Let G be a finite group of order v. A subset D of k elements is called a (v , k , A., n)-difference 
set in G if every non-identity element gin G can be expressed in exactly A. ways as g = d, d2- 1 
with d, and d2 in D. The parameter n is defined by n = k - A.. A good discussion of 
difference sets and the relation with symmetric designs can be found in [1] and [5]. 
For any integer t relatively prime to v, let us denote D' = {d'ldE D}. If the mapping 
x 1-+ x' is an automorphism of G and D' = gD for some g E G, then t is called a multiplier 
of D. The case t = - I has generated much interest and, up to now, only a few example 
of difference sets with multiplier - I are known, see [2-6, 8]. 
In this paper, we use a weakened definition of a multiplier such that x 1-+ x' is not 
required to be an automorphism. In [5], any integer t relatively prime to v is called a weak 
multiplier of D if D' = gD for some g E G. Note that if G is abelian, then a weak multiplier 
is a multiplier. By modifying the family of difference sets found by Spence [9] and Miyamoto 
[7], a family of difference sets with - I as a weak multiplier is constructed with parameters 
v = 3<+'(3<+' - 1)/2, k = 35 (3<+1 + 1)/2, A. = 3' (3' + 1)/2 and n = 315 for s ~ l. 
Let E be the additive group of GF(3'+ I) for s ~ I. Suppose 2' strictly divides (35 +' - 1)/2. 
Let Mbe an elementary 2-group of order 2', and Kbe the cyclic subgroup of the multiplicat-
ive group in GF(35 +') of odd order (3<+' - 1)/2'+'. Set 
G = {(x,y,Z)IXEM,YEE,Z EK} 
to be a semi-direct product of M, E and K such that the operation is defined as 
, (x" y" Z,)(X2, Y2' Z2) = (XIX2, y, + z, Y2' ZI Z2) 
fot XI, X 2 E M, YI' Y2 E E and z" Z2 E K. Now we are going to construct a difference set D 
in G with D- I = D. 
First, we define an equivalence relation on the hyperplanes (additive subgroups of order 
35 ) in GF(35 +1 ) such that two hyperplanes Hand H' are said to be equivalent iff H ' = kH 
for some k E K. There are 2' equivalence classes. Put w = 2'. Let H" H2 , ••• , Hk • be 
non-equivalent hyperplanes. Let M = {ml' m2, ... , mw} and K = {k, = I, k2' ... , kr }, 
where r = (3<+1 - 1)/2'+'. Note that k;~, i = 1,2, ... , r, j = 1,2, ... , w, are all the 
distinct hyperplanes in G F(35 + I). Put 
D = (m" E \ HI ' I) U [;=I~ :: (mj' k;~ , k7)]. 
(;,j)"('.') 
THEOREM D is a difference set in G with D-' = D and parameters v = 3'+ I (3'+ I - 1)/2, 
K = 3'(35 +1 + 1)/2, A. = 35 (35 + 1)/2 and n = 315 . 
PROOF. Since (m" E\H, , 1)- ' = (m" E\H" I) and (mj , k;Hj, k;) - ' = (mj , k;- I Hj, k;- 2), 
itis obvious thatD- 1 = D.ForS c G,denoteS = LgEsgEZ[G].Itremainstoshowthat 
DD-' = 325 1 + 35 (3' + I)(j 
G 2 ' 
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where IG is the identity of G. Let 
Then 
15 D - ) 
C = {(i, j) I i = 1, 2, .. . , r; j = I, 2, . .. , w; (i, j) -# (1, I)}. 
(m), E \H) , 1)2 + L: (mj , ki~' kf ) (m), E\H), 1) 
(i. j)e C 
+ L (m), E \H) , 1) (mj , ki- )~ ' ki- 2) 
(ij) eC 
+ L: (mj , ki~ ' kf) (mq , kp ) Hq , kp 2) (i.j)eC (p.q)eC 
[3'(1, E, 1) + 3' (1, H), 1)] + 2.3' - ) L: (mjm) , E, kf) (i.j )eC 
3S (1, E, 1) + 3s L (1 , ki~' 1) + 4. 3s -) L: (m)mj , E, k7) 
i.j (i.j)eC 
+ 3'- ) L (mjmq, E, k7k; 2) 
(i.j)eC (p.q)eC (i. j) "'(p+q) 
3' (I , E, 1) + 3' [YI G + Y (I, E, 1)] + 4. 3s-) [G - (1 , E, 1)] 
+ 3s - )(wr - 2) [G - (I, E, 1)] = 32s IG + Y(3' 2+ 1) G. o 
REMARK. (a) If s = 1, then D is one of the (36, 15, 6, 9)-difference sets constructed by 
Spence [9]. Also, if (3'+) - I )/2 is odd, then s is even and D is exactly the same as the one 
found by Miyamoto [7]. 
(b) If s -# I, then no difference set with these parameters has - 1 as a multiplier. Otherwise, 
3s + ) - 1 is not a power of 2 and thus there exists an odd prime p -# 3 dividing v . But then 
p would also divide n by the result of Ghinelli Smit [2], and this contradicts n = ys. 
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